
PowerSpell.P10 - Vocabulary

Section 1

ad, ajar, bib, blur, bold, bolt, bore, bow, brag, bud, bug, cane, cape, cave, chew, chop, clip, crab, cuff, 

cure, dam, damp, data, den, dodo, doze, drip, dual, emit, envy, flap, flea, foam, foil, fold, fond, gel, gem, 

glow, gnaw, goat, grip, gum, gut, gym, hail, hem, hint, hiss, hive, hoe, hoop, hop, ivy, jug, jury, kids, 

knot, lard, lawn, lead, leap, leek, lily, limb, lime, loop, mask, meek, moan, nap, oats, pant, pat, peep, peg, 

pine, piss, plug, plum, pod, pony, rake, rink, roar, rod, rug, skip, skis, slot, sly, sway, tag, taxi, tent, tick, 

toad, tow, toys, tub, tuna, tusk, twit, warn, web, weed, weep, went, whip, wink, wolf, worm, yawn.

Section 2

acorn, adore, agony, alert, alibi, alien, bleed, blend, blush, boast, bribe, broke, brook, bully, charm, cliff, 

cling, cloth, clown, comma, cough, crate, crawl, crust, curls, dairy, daisy, digit, drain, drums, dwell, 

event, faint, fairy, feast, fever, fizzy, flats, flirt, flora, flush, flute, frail, freak, fully, Gypsy, hatch, haven, 

hedge, humid, idiot, leper, lilac, liver, loser, louse, lousy, merry, meter, mince, motor, ozone, pansy, 

paste, porch, radar, rapid, raven, renew, rinse, rival, robin, rocks, roots, runny, rural, shade, slang, slice, 

sneak, spear, speck, spike, swarm, swift, swill, swipe, swirl, swoop, tears, teeth, tense, theft, tulip, tutor, 

twins, unite, untie, waltz, waves, weary, whirl, woods.

Section 3

abound, absent, advert, aerial, almond, atomic, aviary, bicker, binder, bleach, burrow, bypass, caused, 

cement, checks, chilly, clumsy, crater, deadly, diesel, digest, donate, drowsy, expire, failed, flashy, folder, 

forbid, hazard, hollow, let me, manage, manual, master, meteor, moving, nought, offend, oxygen, parade, 

pimple, piston, plough, polish, poorly, praise, prayer, priest, prompt, rumour, rupture, saddle, saliva, 

salmon, saying, scales, scythe, senses, shiver, shovel, slalom, soothe, splash, squash, squeak, squeal, 

stroll, tattoo, tickle, timely, tiptoe, tropic, turtle, violin, V-neck, wicked, wisdom, wobble, worthy.

Section 4

aerosol, allergy, anatomy, bathtub, bladder, blister, bracket, breadth, burglar, cellist, Celsius, cistern, 

clarify, cutlery, cyclone, demands, doorway, drastic, dresser, dribble, drizzle, dynamic, earache, eclipse, 

elastic, equator, exhaust, feelers, feeling, flaming, foolish, fragile, furtive, gradual, harmony, illegal, 

inspect, lunatic, manners, mileage, minimal, minutes, mission, pollute, referee, retired, skilful, skilled, 

sleeves, slipper, spinach, striped, sunburn, surgeon, sweater, swollen, syringe, thimble, torture, tractor, 

trainee, trainer, tuition, turning, worship.

Section 5

abbreviate, accelerate, advertise, aerobics, affection, agitated, almighty, aluminium, anniversary, 

anonymous, antisocial, aperitif, appetite, approximately, arbitrate, assassinate, athletic, athletics, aversion, 

backing group, biography, blackmail, bodyguard, brand-new, broad shoulders, broad-minded, burglar 

alarm, cabin, crew, carry a gun, ceaselessly, celibate, centralise, centrally, citizenship, civil war, classify, 

collision, common sense, contestant, crime prevention, crime rate, cultural activity, current affairs, 

deadline, destination, dialling code, dishonest, dismiss somebody, drama series, dramatic, droppings, dry 

wine, duplicate, duplication, duration, electrical appliances, eliminate, emotional, enrolment, entertain, 

equalise, evacuate, exaggerate, exceptional, excess baggage, exclamation, fabulous, fascinated, fifty-euro 

fine, fire brigade, firework, fizzy water, flatmate, flexible, flexitime, flippers, fold your arms, food 

processor, four-star hotel, frustrate, full board, fully booked, furthest, game show, getting better, getting 

nowhere, global warming, great feeling, half board, handicap, hangover, hardware, heavy smoker, heavy 



traffic, held up, heritage, hibernate, hierarchy, hijacker, hippopotamus, historic monuments, hitchhike, 

homesick, horizontal, humidity, hurry up, hydrogen, hypnosis, ice hockey, identical, identity, identity 

card, ignorant, improvise, inadequate, indefinite article, independent school, inflammable, invisible, 

irresponsible, job opportunities, labyrinth, late thirties, late twenties, lead singer, leave a job, lecturer, 

loads of work, lubricant, lubricate, luggage trolley, lung cancer, majority, manicure, manipulate, 

manufacture, Many Happy Returns, marvellous, medium-rare, mental arithmetic, microchip, Middle East, 

mid-twenties, miniature, minimum wage, minor offence, moderate, moisture, monarchy, multimedia, 

multinational, multiplication, mussels, mutation, narrow-minded, natural resource, only child, orchestra, 

overcharge, overdose, overdraw, overhead locker, philosophy, photocopy, plural noun, police force, 

police officer, policewoman, political party, pop music, positive, produce an album, prospects, 

psychologist, public school, public transport, pull out, pullover, quiz show, rainforest, recycling, reliable, 

republican, resources, rhinoceros, rhythmic, ridicule, rightful, right-wing, riverside, sacrifice, Santa Claus, 

saxophone, saxophonist, semi-circle, sense of humour, seriously injured, shiftwork, shop around, 

showery, sick pay, slippery, speed limit, speeding, split up, swap places, switchboard, sympathetic, 

sympathy, synthetic, telephone directory, terrible pain, terribly sorry, terrific, terrified, terrifying, 

terrorism, terrorist, text message, theology, thinking, towel rail, unreliable, unsuitable, upright position, 

user-friendly, violinist, vitally important, volcanic eruption, waiting room, washable, wide awake, wide 

range, window shopping, windsurfing, wordless.
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